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ABSTRACT
We study ram pressure stripping in simulated Milky Way–like halos at z ≥ 2 from the Figuring
Out Gas & Galaxies In Enzo (FOGGIE) project. These simulations reach exquisite resolution in their
circumgalactic medium (CGM) gas owing to FOGGIE’s novel refinement scheme. The CGM of each
halo spans a wide dynamic range in density and velocity over its volume—roughly 6 dex and 1000 km
s−1, respectively—translating into a 5 dex range in ram pressure imparted to interacting satellites.
The ram pressure profiles of the simulated CGM are highly stochastic, owing to kpc-scale variations
of the density and velocity fields of the CGM gas. As a result, the efficacy of ram pressure stripping
depends strongly on the specific path a satellite takes through the CGM. The ram-pressure history of a
single satellite is generally unpredictable and not well correlated with its approach vector with respect
to the host galaxy. The cumulative impact of ram pressure on the simulated satellites is dominated by
only a few short strong impulses—on average, 90% of the total surface momentum gained through ram
pressure is imparted in 20% or less of the total orbital time. These results reveal an erratic mode of
ram pressure stripping in Milky-Way like halos at high redshift—one that is not captured by a smooth
spherically-averaged model of the circumgalactic medium.
Keywords: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: high-redshift
1. INTRODUCTION
When a galaxy passes through a gaseous medium,
such as the intracluster medium of a massive cluster or
the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of another galaxy,
it will encounter a headwind known as “ram pressure.”
The strength of this headwind is set by the gas den-
sity of the local medium and its relative speed with the
galaxy. Both of these will vary with time—as the galaxy
Corresponding author: Raymond C. Simons
rsimons@stsci.edu
speeds up or slows down, as it samples other parts of the
medium, and as the medium evolves.
Gunn & Gott (1972) proposed that ram pressure can
remove gas from a galaxy when and where its strength
exceeds the galaxy’s own local gravitational restoring
pressure. This action is known as ram pressure stripping
and is more effective in lower mass galaxies, where grav-
itational restoring pressures are generally lower, and for
galaxies moving through more massive host halos, where
ram pressures are generally higher.
Ram pressure stripping plays a key role in regulating
the gas content and star formation activity of the low
mass satellite populations around galaxies like the Milky
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Way and their galaxy groups. It is thought to be respon-
sible for removing gas from Local Group dwarf galax-
ies as they approach the Milky Way and M31 (Grebel
et al. 2003; Mayer et al. 2006), in turn shutting down
their star-formation (Fillingham et al. 2015, 2016; Simp-
son et al. 2018). This is motivated by the fact that
dwarf galaxies near the Milky Way and M31 tend to
be more gas-poor than those at large distances (Grce-
vich & Putman 2009). In certain circumstances, ram
pressure can also re-ignite star-formation in previously
non-star-forming dwarf galaxies (Wright et al. 2019).
The impact of ram pressure stripping on the galax-
ies within galaxy groups has been studied extensively
with controlled numerical wind tunnel experiments (e.g.,
Salem et al. 2015; Emerick et al. 2016; Williamson &
Martel 2018; Bustard et al. 2018; Hausammann et al.
2019) and semi-analytic models of galaxy formation
(e.g., McCarthy et al. 2008; Henriques et al. 2015;
Stevens & Brown 2017). Such models have been used
to simulate the ram pressure histories of Local Group
dwarf galaxies and back out the properties of the Milky
Way’s circumgalactic medium (e.g., Blitz & Robishaw
2000; Gatto et al. 2013; Salem et al. 2015).
With a few exceptions (e.g., Ayromlou et al. 2019),
however, these models treat the CGM (or intra-
group medium) as a smoothly-varying and spherically-
symmetric fluid with velocities and densities obeying
monotonic functions. As a result, the strength of ram
pressure varies with time in a smooth and predictable
manner and is analytically derivable (or at least easily
computable) from a satellite’s trajectory through the
medium.
However, in the last decade, observations and cosmo-
logical numerical simulations have started to reveal a
more complex picture of the CGM—as a rich multiphase
medium with intricate small-scale structure (see Tum-
linson, Peeples, & Werk 2017 and references therein).
This picture of the CGM is challenging to capture in
the general form of an analytic model and raises im-
portant questions about the true nature of ram pressure
stripping in such a medium. In this paper, we study ram
pressure stripping of satellites using a suite of six cosmo-
logical zoom-in galaxy formation simulations of Milky
Way-like halos from the Figuring Out Gas & Galaxies
in Enzo (FOGGIE) project. These simulations enforce
exquisite spatial (and, as a consequence, temporal) reso-
lution in the CGM, revealing the multiphase and multi-
scale nature of its gas in great detail. Over the volume of
the CGM, these simulations show a wide dynamic range
of densities and velocities, and as a consequence, ram
pressures.
In §2, we introduce the six halos of the FOGGIE sim-
ulation suite and discuss differences in the simulation
setup from previous generations of FOGGIE. Then, in
§3, we discuss a generalization of the criterion for ram
pressure stripping and highlight the large distribution of
ram pressures present in a typical FOGGIE simulated
CGM. In §4, we examine the radial ram pressure profiles
of the FOGGIE halos, using randomly sampled trajec-
tories through the static z = 2 simulation snapshots,
and assess their impact on a population of toy satel-
lites. Next, in §5, we characterize the real FOGGIE
satellite galaxy population at z = 2 and track their
orbits back through the simulation box. We assess the
impact of ram pressure on the FOGGIE satellite popula-
tion and compare it against the ram pressure that would
be inferred using a spherically-averaged analytic model
of their respective halos. Finally, in §6, we summarize
the results of the paper.
2. FOGGIE SIMULATIONS
In this section, we outline the details of the simula-
tions used in this paper (§2.1, Table 1, Figure 1), and
compare the simulated halo and galaxy masses with
those of Milky-Way like galaxies in the present-day and
at z = 2 (§2.2).
2.1. Simulation Details
We analyze six distinct FOGGIE simulations zoomed-
in on halos with z = 0 virial masses similar to the Milky
Way. These simulations were run with the open-source
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code Enzo (Bryan
et al. 2014; Brummel-Smith et al. 2019). The first gen-
eration of FOGGIE simulations is described thoroughly
in Peeples et al. (2019), Corlies et al. (2018), and Zheng
et al. (2020). We briefly review them here and note dif-
ferences between the previous runs and these new runs.
This paper is the first in the FOGGIE series to ana-
lyze all six of the first-generation FOGGIE halos, which
are described in Table 1. The initial conditions were
derived to reach a dark-matter halo virial mass of ap-
proximately M200 ' 0.5− 1.5× 1012 M at z = 0. The
halos were selected from a single (100 Mpc/h)3 domain
to have undergone their last significant merger (a mass
ratio of 10:1 or lower) at or before z = 2, reflecting
the last expected major merger event of the Milky Way
(Helmi et al. 2018).
The simulations are run with Enzo’s native star
formation prescription and supernovae thermal feed-
back schemes (Cen & Ostriker 2006). Density and
metallicity-dependent cooling and ionization rates are
computed using the Grackle code (Smith et al. 2017),
including self-shielding of gas owing to H I opacity at
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Table 1. FOGGIE Simulations
z = 0 z = 2
inside force-refined box
Halo Environment M200 R200 M200 M? MISM MCGM fCGM, with CL resolved Nsats
(1012 M) (pkpc) (1012 M) (1010 M) (1010 M) (1010 M) (volume, %) (mass, %)
Hurricane Overdense 1.50 82.2 0.52 2.75 0.56 2.82 99.9 95.9 20
Cyclone Underdense 1.44 91.5 0.73 3.21 0.43 3.48 99.7 91.5 22
Blizzard Underdense 1.34 77.2 0.48 4.89 1.06 1.16 99.9 96.9 6
Squall Mean 1.09 55.3 0.16 0.92 0.55 0.67 99.9 98.8 7
Maelstrom Mean 1.16 69.9 0.33 3.25 0.67 1.10 99.9 97.6 9
Tempest Mean 0.60 51.8 0.14 1.56 0.16 0.39 99.9 98.8 5
Note—Properties of the six FOGGIE simulations. The environment label is determined using nearest neighbor statistics, where
“mean”, “overdense”, and “underdense” are at the mean, mean +1σ, and mean −1σ of all Milky-Way like halos in the 100
Mpc h−1 pathfinder simulation, respectively. The mass of the stars (M?) and the interstellar medium (MISM) are measured
in a 10 kpc sphere around the central galaxy at z = 2, where MISM only includes cold gas (T < 1.5× 104 K). The mass of the
circumgalactic medium (MCGM) is the mass of gas inside the virial radius (R200) at z = 2, not including the cold interstellar
media of the central and satellite galaxies. The fraction of the CGM volume and gas mass inside the force refinement region
where the cooling length is resolved (see text) is listed, as well as the number of satellite galaxies detected in each halo.
z ≤ 15 (Emerick et al. 2019). Star formation occurs in
dense gas with a converging flow and gas is turned into
star particles in proportion to the local gas mass, with
a minimum star-particle mass of 1000 M.
FOGGIE is distinguished from other zoom-in galaxy
simulations primarily by its novel AMR refinement
scheme. Using Enzo’s flexible AMR capability, FOGGIE
forces a high level of refinement on the region near the
galaxy of interest. A moving box (“track box”) at fixed
size and resolution follows the galaxy through the do-
main along a path determined from a lower-resolution
track-finding run. We call this “forced refinement.”
With forced refinement, many cells within the track box
contain gas with very low densities and/or high temper-
atures, where the timestep and cooling time are long.
This gas is over-resolved, at least as far as the cool-
ing length (sound speed × cooling time) is concerned.
To better resolve thermally unstable gas, we employ a
scheme for “cooling refinement” which modifies the re-
finement criterion in the track box to place the highest
resolution only in cells where the local cooling time is
short compared to the sound crossing time. In practice,
cells are refined such that their size is smaller than the
cooling length of the gas, up to a maximum level of re-
finement. Thus within the track box the nominal fixed
refinement and the highest level of cooling refinement
are parameterized separately. We use a minimum level
of refinement nref = 9 everywhere within the track box,
which yields a comoving cell size of 1100 pc. Within
this box, cooling refinement operates where needed up
to nref = 11 (i.e., the same as the maximum level of
density refinement and thus the resolution of the inter-
stellar medium), which gives cell sizes of 274 comoving
parsec. For the simulation suite used in this paper,
forced and cooling refinement are started at z = 6.
The track boxes span −100 h−1 to +100 h−1 comoving
kiloparsecs around the halo centers.
Surface density projections of the gas and the stars
for the six FOGGIE simulations are shown in Figure 1,
centered on the central galaxy. The volume-weighted
distribution of the velocity and density of the CGM gas
in the Tempest halo is shown in the left panel of Figure
2. These simulations generally recover a large dynamic
range in each—roughly 6 dex in density and 1000 km
s−1 in 1D velocity for Tempest.
The detailed properties of the FOGGIE halos are
listed in Table 1, including their virial masses at z = 0
and several properties at z = 2: halo virial masses,
stellar and cold gas masses of the central galaxies, gas
masses of the circumgalactic media, and the number of
satellite galaxies detected in the track boxes. Through-
out this paper, we focus on the simulation snapshots at,
and prior to, z = 2. As of this work, all of the simula-
tions have been run (at least) to this redshift. At z = 2,
the cooling and density refinement levels (i.e., the ISM
and cool CGM) are resolved to 91 physical parsec and
the forced refinement level (i.e., the warmer CGM) is re-
solved to 366 physical parsec. In all six halos at z = 2,
the cooling length is resolved in more than 99% and 90%
of the CGM volume and mass, respectively.
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Figure 1. Projections of the gas and star surface mass densities of the Hurricane, Cyclone and Blizzard FOGGIE halos at
z = 2 are shown. The box is the size of the force-refined region and the white bar marks 10 kpc. The properties of the six
FOGGIE halos at z = 2 are listed in Table 1.
2.2. Comparison with Milky Way Mass Galaxies
At z = 0, the virial masses of the FOGGIE halos span
M200 = 0.6 − 1.5 × 1012 M. Estimates of the virial
mass of the present-day Milky Way range from M200 =
0.7 − 1.8 × 1012 M, measured using the kinematics of
its halo stars, with an average of 1.1 (± 0.3) × 1012
M (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016 and references
therein).
At z = 2, the virial masses of the FOGGIE halos
span M200 = 0.1 − 0.8 × 1012 M, consistent with the
expected growth of halos of this mass in a ΛCDM-Planck
cosmology (Behroozi et al. 2019). Using the average
relation between halo mass and stellar mass at z = 2
(Behroozi et al. 2019), the expected stellar masses of
the FOGGIE centrals at z = 2 span 0.02 − 0.32 × 1010
M. The actual stellar masses of the FOGGIE centrals
at z = 2 are higher, spanning 0.9− 4.9× 1010 M.
In summary, the virial masses of all six FOGGIE halos
are consistent with virial mass estimates of the Milky
Way at z = 0, and the expected virial mass of a pro-
genitor Milky Way halo at z = 2. However, the stellar
masses of the FOGGIE centrals at z = 2 are higher than
that expected of an average Milky Way progenitor.
3. RAM PRESSURE
In this section, we first introduce ram pressure and
the criterion for ram pressure stripping used in this pa-
per (§3.1). We then highlight the wide distribution of
velocity, density and ram pressure in the CGM of the
Tempest FOGGIE halo at z = 2 (§3.2, Figure 2).
3.1. Ram Pressure Stripping
An object moving through a fluid of density ρ, with
relative velocity ∆v, will experience a backward-facing
(i.e., opposite the direction of motion) ram pressure Pram
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Figure 1 (cont.). A continuation of Figure 1. Projections of the gas and star surface mass densities of the Squall, Maelstrom
and Tempest FOGGIE halos at z = 2 are shown.
of
Pram = ρ (∆v)
2. (1)
As a satellite galaxy passes through the gaseous CGM of
another galaxy, ram pressure will act to remove its gas.
In the classic picture of ram pressure stripping, the gas of
the satellite will be removed where ram pressure exceeds
the maximum gravitational restoring pressure exerted
by the satellite galaxy (Gunn & Gott 1972). However,
this criterion is only valid if ram pressure is applied over
a sufficiently long period—at least longer than the time
needed for the gas element to be pushed to the height
of the maximum restoring force, attain positive total
energy, and escape. This is also the time over which gas
will relax back into the potential if the stripping force
is removed prematurely. The length of this period is
comparable to the vertical period of oscillations in the
galaxy potential—a few tens of Myr in the center of a
Milky Way mass galaxy and up to a few hundreds of
Myr in its outskirts (Ko¨ppen et al. 2018).
However, as we will demonstrate in this paper, ram
pressure in the FOGGIE halos is highly variable over
short distances (<1 kpc) and timescales (<10 Myr). As
such, we adopt the “short-pulse” generalisation of the
ram pressure stripping criteria outlined in Ja´chym et al.
(2007) and Ko¨ppen et al. (2018). In general, ram pres-
sure will impart a surface momentum density equivalent
to its time integral,
Total Surface Momentum Density =
∫
Pram dt. (2)
In practice, we calculate the right-hand side of this
equation using discrete time intervals as
∫
Pram dt =∑
i Pram,i ∆t, where ∆t is the discrete timestep. The
specific values of ∆t used in this paper are described in
later sections, where relevant.
When the total surface momentum density exceeds
the surface momentum density that a gas parcel needs
to escape (vesc × Σgas), then the parcel will be removed
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Figure 2. Left panel: The volume-weighted distribution of density and 1D velocity (|~v|/√3) of circumgalactic gas in the
Tempest halo at z = 2. Velocities are measured in the rest-frame of the halo. Lines of constant ram pressure are included—the
quoted strength is that acting on an object with zero velocity in the halo rest-frame. The FOGGIE simulations recover a large
range of densities and velocities in the CGM. This translates into a roughly 5 dex range of ram pressure. Right panel: The
ram pressure experienced by an object at rest in the CGM as a function of the object’s distance from the central galaxy. The
average temperature of the CGM gas is color-coded, with colder gas in pink and hotter gas in orange. The strength of ram
pressure increases, on average, towards the halo center, with the highest ram pressure coming from the cold dense gas. At any
given position, the CGM spans several orders of magnitude in ram pressure strength.
from the potential. This generalized criterion for ram
pressure stripping is thus
tfinal∑
i=tinit
Pram,i ∆t > vesc(R) Σgas(R) (3)
where Σgas is the gas surface mass density of the ISM
and vesc is the local escape velocity of the satellite, both
of which depend on the distance R from the center of
the satellite galaxy.
3.2. Ram Pressure Distribution of the Tempest Halo
In Figure 2, we show the volume-weighted distri-
bution of densities and velocities (left panel) and the
temperature-coded ram pressure profile (right panel) of
the CGM gas inside the Tempest halo at z = 2. The
velocity shown is the magnitude of the average 1D ve-
locity (i.e., |~v|/√3), measured relative to the rest-frame
of the halo. The strength of ram pressure shown in Fig-
ure 2 is that acting on an object with zero velocity in the
rest-frame of the halo. The CGM volume is that within
the high-resolution force-refined box of the simulation,
excluding gas within 10 kpc of the central galaxy and all
satellite galaxies. There is no universally-accepted defi-
nition of the CGM—this definition is adopted to select
against the cold interstellar gas of all galaxies inside the
halo.
As shown in the left panel of Figure 2, the circum-
galactic medium spans a large range in density and
velocity—roughly 6 dex and 1000 km s−1 , respectively.
This spread translates into a wide spread in ram pres-
sure. Lines of constant ram pressure are shown to high-
light this point. The CGM of Tempest spans roughly 5
dex in ram pressure-strength.
In the right panel of Figure 2, we show the 2D distri-
bution of the potential ram pressure acting on a station-
ary object in the Tempest CGM, as a function of that
object’s radial distance from the central galaxy. This
distribution is color-coded using the most common tem-
perature of the gas associated with each bin. However,
we note that each point on this plot consists of gas at
a range of temperatures. The breadth of ram pressures
(at a fixed radial distance) is due to the inhomogeneity
of the CGM, as highlighted in the left panel.
At all radii, the dynamic range of ram pressure spans
several dex. The strength of ram pressure is strongly
correlated with the temperature of the gas, mainly be-
cause temperature and density are locally inversely cor-
related in a multiphase medium that is in pressure equi-
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librium. The cold, dense gas contributes the strongest
ram pressure, while the diffuse hot material contributes
the weakest. The ram pressure distribution gradually
rises towards the halo center, due to the general rise in
the gas density and velocity of the CGM gas towards
the center of Tempest. However, the wide range of ram
pressures at a fixed radial distance means that there is
only a weak association between the radial distance of an
object in the Tempest halo and the ram pressure acting
on that object. This statement is true for all six FOG-
GIE halos at z & 2.
4. RAM PRESSURE PROFILES OF THE FOGGIE
HALOS AT z = 2
In this section, we examine the distribution of poten-
tial ram pressure histories for an arbitrary object moving
through the CGM of the FOGGIE halos.
In §4.1, we sample a large number of radial trajectories
through the static z = 2 snapshots of the FOGGIE halos
and simulate the ram pressure histories of test particles
following these trajectories in free-fall motion. In §4.2,
we examine the ram pressure histories of four example
test particles in a single FOGGIE halo, and then expand
to include all test particles in all six halos. Finally, in
§4.3, we compare the distribution of surface momenta
imparted on the test particles through ram pressure with
that needed to strip gas from satellite galaxies.
To summarize the following subsections, we find high
variability in the ram pressure profiles sampled by indi-
vidual trajectories (Figure 3) and significant ∼1–2 dex
differences in the average ram pressure strength between
trajectories (Figure 4). There is no single, smooth ram
pressure profile that can appropriately generalize the in-
dividual trajectories and a spherically-averaged model of
the FOGGIE halos generally overpredicts the strength of
ram pressure. We compare the cumulative effect of ram
pressure with toy models of satellites and find that the
high trajectory-by-trajectory differences translate into
large practical differences in stripping efficacy (Figure
5).
4.1. Setting Test Particles On Radial Free-Fall
Trajectories Through the Halo
To sample the ram pressure profiles of the simulations,
we simulate test particles traveling on radial (i.e., to-
wards the central galaxy) free fall trajectories through
the circumgalactic medium of each halo. The test par-
ticles are set in motion at a radial distance of 100 kpc
from the central galaxy and stopped at a radial distance
of 10 kpc. The latter is chosen to exclude interactions
with its interstellar medium.
The velocity of the particle V (r) follows
V (r) =
√
2GM(< r)
r
(4)
where r is the distance of the particle from the central
galaxy, M(< r) is the total mass enclosed inside a sphere
at that distance, and G is the gravitational constant.
Equation 4 is a lower-bound approximation of the local
escape velocity and assumes spherical symmetry.
For each timestep of the simulated free fall, we mea-
sure the velocity and density of the forward-facing (i.e.,
in front of the direction of motion of the test particle)
circumgalactic medium in the rest-frame of the test par-
ticle and record its effective ram pressure. As discussed
in §3, we perform a discrete integration of the momen-
tum surface density imparted through ram pressure. We
use a relatively short timestep of 1 Myr for the integra-
tion. This ensures that the fastest-moving test particles
(∼500 km s−1) travel no further than 1 grid cell between
timesteps—so that they sample the simulated CGM at
its full resolution.
The major advantage of this approach is its speed
and flexibility. By using synthetic trajectories, we are
not bound to the limited number of orbits of the real
FOGGIE satellite population—allowing for a more com-
plete sampling of the distribution of ram pressure pro-
files through each halo.
There are two important points to note on these test
particle experiments. First, as they are run using a sin-
gle simulation snapshot, they probe the static ram pres-
sure profiles of the halos. The variability of the profiles
is solely due to spatial variations of the circumgalactic
medium and does not include the temporal variability of
the simulation. Second, these trajectories are not meant
to represent realistic satellite orbits, which generally in-
clude tangential velocity components and multiple pas-
sages through the halo. By construction, the simulated
trajectories represent the minimum possible time an ob-
ject will spend in the CGM. As a consequence, they tally
the minimum average cumulative effect of ram pressure.
Finally, we perform the same experiment using a
spherically-symmetric approximation of the halo. We
measure the spherically-averaged radial density profile
of each z = 2 FOGGIE halo. We use these to create a
1D model of the CGM, setting the velocity of the CGM
to zero everywhere to mimic hydrostatic equilibrium.
A test particle is set on a radial free fall through that
model—using the velocity condition of Eq. 4—and the
effective ram pressure and accumulated momentum is
recorded along the trajectory.
4.2. Radial Ram Pressure Profiles and Cumulative
Momentum Imparted
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Figure 3. Ram pressure profiles sampled along four trajectories through the Tempest halo. Each trajectory has a pair oriented
on the opposite side of the halo. Left panel: A slice of gas density through the simulation domain, in the plane of the trajectories,
is shown. Arrows are included to highlight gas flows. The direction and size of the arrow corresponds to the velocity of the
gas at that position. The large white circle marks the beginning of the trajectories, at R = 100 kpc, and the small white circle
marks the end of the trajectories, at R = 10 kpc. One pair cuts through, and moves with, inflowing CGM gas (blue and dark
blue lines; labeled ‘a’ and ‘b’) and the other pair cuts through, and moves against, outflowing CGM gas (red and dark red lines;
labeled ‘c’ and ‘d’). Right Panel: The ram pressure profiles of the four trajectories are shown. These profiles are complex—in
addition to the significant differences between the trajectories, each shows high variability over short kpc-scale distances. On
average, the ram pressure profiles are higher for the trajectories traveling along the inflowing material than for the trajectories
traveling against the outflowing material. This is due to the higher average density of the inflowing material, in spite of the
lower relative velocities. In general, the strength of ram pressure increases in the inner parts of the halo. The grey shaded region
at <10 kpc is masked to avoid contamination by the interstellar medium of the central galaxy.
4.2.1. Individual Trajectories
In the left panel of Figure 3, we show a gas density
slice through the Tempest halo at z = 2 along with four
radial trajectories in the plane of the slice. Flow lines
are included to illuminate the velocity structure of the
circumgalactic medium, in the rest-frame of the central
galaxy. In this plane, the Tempest CGM can be coarsely
segmented into regions of mainly inflow and regions of
mainly outflow (both with respect to the central galaxy).
We note that, while this is a convenient slice to exam-
ine the contrast in ram pressure between inflowing and
outflowing gas, it is not generally true that all CGM gas
is associated with a coherent flow. The four trajectories
include two that cut through (and travel in the same di-
rection as) the inflowing CGM, and two that cut through
(and travel in the opposite direction as) the outflowing
CGM. These trajectories are illustrative. They are cho-
sen by eye and do not necessarily follow the strongest or
fastest parts of the flows.
In the right panel of Figure 3, we show the radial
ram pressure profiles of these four trajectories. The
trajectories cutting through inflowing gas show higher
average ram pressure. At face value, this is counterin-
tuitive. The relative velocities of the test particle and
the circumgalactic medium are larger for those trajec-
tories traveling against the outflowing material than it
is for those traveling along with the inflowing material.
However, the densities of the cold inflowing gas tend to
be higher than the warm/hot outflowing gas. In this
case, the density differences are more important—the
ram pressure felt along the dense, cool inflowing mate-
rial is higher by an average of 1–2 dex.
The trajectories have qualitative similarities. All four
profiles are generally higher in the inner parts of the
CGM than they are in the outer parts. This is due in
part to the radial dependence on the velocity and den-
sity composition of the CGM—the static ram pressure
gradually rises towards the center of the halo (Figure
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Figure 4. Top: Ram pressure profiles sampled by 100 ran-
dom radial trajectories through the Tempest halo at z = 2
are shown with grey lines. The dual horizontal axis shows
the elapsed time of test particles free-falling through the halo
(bottom x-axis) and their distance from the central galaxy
(top x-axis). The test particles are set in motion at a radial
distance of 100 kpc from the central galaxy and stopped at a
radial distance of 10 kpc—the latter marking the boundary
between the interstellar medium of the central and its CGM
(grey shaded region). The running median and 16th/84th
percentiles around the median are shown with thick and thin
black lines, respectively. The equivalent trajectory through
a spherically-averaged model of the Tempest CGM is shown
with the red line. Bottom: The cumulative momentum sur-
face density imparted on the test particles by ram pressure is
shown for the 100 trajectories. The scatter due to trajectory-
by-trajectory variations is ∼ 1 dex. The spherically-averaged
CGM generally overpredicts the accumulated momentum.
2). It is also due to the fact that the test particles are,
by construction, moving more slowly in the outer parts
of the halos. The ram pressure profiles also all exhibit
short-distance variability—reflecting the kpc-scale vari-
ations of the density and velocity of the Tempest CGM.
However, the four ram pressure profiles are more dis-
similar than they are similar. Specifically, they have
dramatic differences in their average strength, reflecting
the asymmetry of the Tempest CGM. This is the case
for the paired trajectories too—those cutting through
regions of the CGM with similar bulk flows. At the
same radial distance in the halo, the trajectories can
differ by up to 2 dex. Each of the ram pressure pro-
files shown is unique and highly stochastic. There is no
simple generalization of their form.
To quantify the trajectory-by-trajectory scatter high-
lighted in Figure 3, we now examine a large number of
trajectories.
4.2.2. Population Statistics On A Large Number of
Trajectories
In the top panel of Figure 4, we sample 100 random
radial trajectories through the circumgalactic medium
of the Tempest halo and simulate a test particle in free-
fall along each. We show the ram pressure histories for
each individual trajectory (thin grey lines), along with
the running median (thick black line) and 16th/84th per-
centiles (thin black lines) of the distribution of trajecto-
ries. We also include the ram pressure profile of a test
particle traveling in radial free-fall through a spherically-
averaged model of the Tempest CGM (red line).
As illustrated above, the individual trajectories
through the true Tempest CGM are highly stochastic—
showing several-dex variation in ram pressure strength
over short timescales. As a result, the scatter of the pop-
ulation of trajectories spans ∼1-2 dex in ram pressure
strength at a given radial distance.
The spherically-averaged model tends to produce a
ram pressure strength that is higher than the median of
the distribution of true trajectories. In Tempest, specif-
ically, the trajectory through the spherically-averaged
model lies near the 84th percentile of the distribution at
all times. This result is an unavoidable consequence of
the construction of the model and the manner in which
the densities of the simulated CGM are distributed.
Most of the mass of the Tempest CGM is concentrated
in cold dense filaments and clouds. However, such high
densities comprise a small fraction of the total volume
of the CGM. The spherically-averaged density profile is
calculated as the total mass divided by the total volume
in thin successive spherical shells around the halo center.
This calculation recovers the correct total mass of the
CGM, but is skewed high of the volume-weighted den-
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sity of the CGM (i.e., the average density of a random
volume element of the CGM). As a result, the inferred
ram pressure of the spherically-averaged model tends to
be higher than the median of the trajectories through
the true CGM—the latter of which samples the volume-
weighted distribution of densities.
In the bottom panel of Figure 4, we show the cumula-
tive momentum surface density imparted onto the test
particles by ram pressure. The distribution of final sur-
face momentum spans a little more than a dex. For
the median profile of the distribution (thick black line),
more than 90% of the momentum is gained in the last
half of the free fall—due to the higher relative velocities
and denser gas of the inner parts of the CGM. Rela-
tive to the typical trajectory through the true Tempest
CGM, the test particle traveling through the spherically-
averaged model (red line) accumulates a higher amount
of surface momentum—an order of magnitude higher
than the median profile in Tempest. These results from
Tempest generalize to all six FOGGIE halos at z = 2.
In Figure 5, we show the median (black circle) and
16th/84th percentiles (black error bars) of the final cu-
mulative momentum of the test particles for all six FOG-
GIE halos at z = 2. The mean surface momentum
imparted is independent of the virial mass (M200) of
the main halo. However, we note the small dynamic
range in mass probed by these halos. The scatter due
to trajectory-by-trajectory variation within each halo is
large and similar for all masses, spanning 1–1.5 dex.
The free-fall trajectory through the spherically-averaged
model of the FOGGIE halos is shown with a red square.
As in Tempest, the spherically-averaged model tends to
overpredict the integrated impact of ram pressure in all
six halos.
4.3. Toy Satellites
In this subsection, we compare the distribution of the
total momentum imparted from the radial trajectories
(Figure 5) with that needed to remove gas from a col-
lection of simple toy satellite potentials.
In §4.3.1, we construct the toy satellite potentials and
in §4.3.2 and Figure 5, we compare the efficacy of ram
pressure stripping of these toy satellites in the FOGGIE
halos.
4.3.1. Constructing the Toy Satellite Population
For a given stellar mass, we construct a population
of satellites by sampling a semi-empirical distribution of
their physical properties. We enforce a 2D single Se`rsic
model (Sersic 1968) for the distribution of baryonic mass
in the satellites, following
Σ = Σ0 exp
(
−(R/α)1/n
)
, (5)
where R is the distance from the center of the satellite,
α is the scale length over which the mass surface density
drops by a factor e, Σ0 is the central surface mass den-
sity, and n is the Se`rsic index which governs the shape of
the distribution. We give half of the satellites exponen-
tial mass profiles (Se`rsic n = 1) and half de Vaucouleurs’
(n = 4; de Vaucouleurs 1948). These choices bound the
expected mass distributions of real galaxies.
The effective radii of the satellites (Re, i.e., the 2D
radius containing half of the total mass) are drawn from
the z = 0 size-mass relation for Sd-Irr galaxies (Lange
et al. 2016), extrapolating the observed relation from its
stellar mass completeness limit (at 108 M) to 107 M.
For simplicity, we assume that the stellar mass effective
radius is equal to the gas mass effective radius. On each
draw, we include appropriate Gaussian noise to account
for the observed scatter around the relation. As a note,
we use the observed relation at z = 0 instead of that at
z = 2, because the latter is not probed below ∼ 109.5
M(van der Wel et al. 2014). As such, we neglect the
evolution of galaxy sizes with time. At fixed mass, high-
mass late type galaxies (∼1010 M) are observed to be
∼3 times smaller (van der Wel et al. 2014), with slightly
elevated circular velocities (Simons et al. 2016, 2017), at
z = 2 than they are today. If we assume that galaxies of
all masses at z = 2 are 3 times smaller than that given
from the z = 0 relation, then the escape velocity of the
toy models, and the total momentum needed for ram
pressure to effectively strip them of their gas, are both
underestimated in the calculations below—each by ∼0.2
dex. These uncertainties do not affect the conclusions
of this section.
We assume a ratio of stellar mass to total baryonic
mass of 0.5 inside an effective radius—generally consis-
tent with the high mass star-forming galaxy population
at z = 2 (Tacconi et al. 2018).
Finally, to calculate the internal gravitational force
of the toy satellite, which acts to anchor gas inside the
galaxy, we need to choose a ratio of baryonic mass to
total mass. High mass galaxies (M?≥ 1010 M) at
z = 2 are thought to be strongly baryon-dominated
with Mbary/Mtot ≥ 0.9 in their inner parts (e.g., Price
et al. 2016; Wuyts et al. 2016), but the same is not
known for the low mass galaxy population at these red-
shifts (i.e., galaxies with stellar masses of 107–1010 M).
The stellar mass-halo mass relation indicates that they
should have lower integrated baryonic-to-total mass ra-
tios (Behroozi et al. 2019) and they are known to be
dark-matter dominated in their inner parts in the local
universe (Tollerud et al. 2012; Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin
2017). With these unknowns noted, we elect for a fixed
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Figure 5. The cumulative surface momentum imparted by ram pressure for radial trajectories through each of the six halos
is shown. The black points and error bars show the median and 16th/84th percentiles, respectively, of 100 randomly-sampled
radial free fall trajectories. The red square shows a free fall trajectory through a spherically-averaged model of the CGM. The
virial mass (M200) is of the main halo at z = 2. The surface momentum density needed to remove the interstellar medium
beyond 1 effective radius (Re) for toy satellite galaxies of masses 10
7 - 1010 M, separated by 1 dex, are shown as grey swaths.
The bottom and top of the swath show the 16th and 84th percentiles of the distribution of toy models at that stellar mass. For
a given halo, the scatter introduced by trajectory-by-trajectory differences lead to ∼ 1.5 dex scatter in total surface momentum
imparted. This scatter translates into a significant range of toy satellite masses that are susceptible to ram pressure stripping.
baryonic-to-total mass ratio inside 1 effective radius of
0.5 across all masses.
We consider satellite galaxies that are less massive
than the typical host galaxy stellar masses of the FOG-
GIE centrals at z = 2 and adopt satellite stellar masses
of 107, 108, 109, and 1010 M.
For a parcel of gas at a distance of R from the center of
our toy satellites, ram pressure must meet the condition
laid out in Eq. 3 to remove it from the satellite. We cal-
culate the escape velocity as vesc = (2GM(< R)/R)
1/2
,
where R is the distance from the center of the satellite.
This calculation assumes that the mass is distributed
with spherical symmetry. It ignores that it is marginally
easier for gas to escape out of the side of the satellite
that is closer to the central galaxy than the side that is
further away.
4.3.2. Ram Pressure Stripping In Toy Satellites
In Figure 5, we show the total surface momentum
needed to fully remove the interstellar medium beyond
an effective radius in our toy satellite galaxies. For a
given satellite mass, the amount of momentum that is
needed varies from toy model to toy model (as they are
each created from a unique draw of a distribution of
physical properties). To illustrate the distribution of
models, we show a grey shaded swath. The bottom and
top of the swath represent the 16th and 84th percentiles
of toy models at that mass. The median (black circle)
and 16th and 84th percentiles (black error bars) of the
free-fall test particle experiments are also shown. The
red square represents the free-fall trajectory through a
spherically-averaged model of the CGM of the halos.
Figure 5 represents a probabilistic process. If a ran-
dom draw from the toy satellite population (grey shade)
lands below a random draw from the distribution of
trajectories (black error bar), the toy satellite will be
stripped beyond one effective radius. The former corre-
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sponds to a potential physical model of a satellite and
the latter corresponds to a potential path it would take
through the CGM. The wide range of accumulated mo-
mentum of the distribution of trajectories translates into
a wide range of satellite galaxies that are susceptible to
stripping.
For the lowest mass halo, Tempest, the scatter of the
free fall simulations fully spans the distributions of toy
models for satellite masses of 107 to 108 M. This in-
dicates that a 108 M satellite might have its outer gas
removed through ram pressure stripping while a 107 M
satellite might not——depending on the specific path of
each through the CGM of Tempest.
The free fall trajectory through the spherically-
averaged model of the Tempest CGM (red square) accu-
mulates roughly an order of magnitude more momentum
through ram pressure than the median of the trajecto-
ries through the true Tempest CGM (black circle). At
face-value, the spherically-averaged model indicates that
nearly all galaxies at and below a stellar mass of 108 M
would be stripped of gas beyond an effective radius. In
reality, however, this occurs in a small fraction (< 25%)
of the true trajectories.
In the remaining five halos (Squall, Maelstrom, Bliz-
zard, Hurricane Cyclone), similar conclusions hold. The
free fall trajectories of these halos typically span 1-1.5
dex in momentum imparted, corresponding to 1-2 dex
in satellite masses that are susceptible to ram pressure
stripping. As in Tempest, the spherically-averaged model
of the CGM generally overestimates the true momentum
imparted through ram pressure.
These results indicate that, in a single halo, the spe-
cific path that a satellite takes through the CGM is as,
or more, important in determining the impact of ram
pressure as the halo mass.
5. FOGGIE SATELLITE GALAXIES
In this section, we assess the nature and impact of ram
pressure on the actual FOGGIE satellite population. We
follow each satellite from the time it enters the high-
resolution forced-refined box of the simulation, at z > 2,
to the last snapshot we consider, at z = 2.
In §5.1, we describe the method by which we select,
track, and characterize the high-redshift satellite galaxy
populations in the six FOGGIE halos. In §5.2, we ex-
amine the physical properties of the satellites and the
cumulative impact of ram pressure on the evolution of
their gas masses. Finally, in §5.3, we assess the rapidity
through which ram pressure acts and surface momen-
tum is accumulated in the satellite galaxies, and com-
pare that result against one obtained with a spherically-
averaged model of the CGM.
To summarize the key result of this section, the satel-
lites encounter highly stochastic ram pressure inside the
box, supporting the results of the test particle experi-
ments in §4. Typically, a series of a few short, strong
impulses account for the majority of the integrated im-
pact of ram pressure. This behavior is not captured if
we consider the same satellites, on the same orbits, in
a spherically-averaged model of their halos—as is tradi-
tionally used in analytic models of ram pressure strip-
ping.
5.1. Selecting and Tracking FOGGIE Satellites
5.1.1. Selecting Satellites at z = 2
Satellites appear as discernible peaks in the density
distribution of the simulation box. For a static sim-
ulation snapshot, one may use a combination of gas,
stars, and/or dark matter to identify these peaks. Our
goal is to measure the evolution of individual satellites,
which requires an association of satellites from snapshot
to snapshot. As these simulations are Eulerian in na-
ture, we are unable to track unique parcels of gas in
time. Instead, we must use the simulation particles—
stars and dark matter. Simulation particles have unique,
immutable identities. Moreover, as they are not coupled
to hydrodynamic forces of the circumgalactic medium
through which they are moving, they better reflect the
ballistic nature of their galaxy’s orbit. We elect to iden-
tify and track satellite galaxies using the more highly-
resolved star particles. By this construction, our satel-
lite galaxy population consists of subhalos that have
formed a sufficient mass of stars (& 105 M) by z = 2.
To select satellites at z = 2 of a given simulation, we
adopt a custom peak-finding algorithm. We first deposit
the star particles of the simulation refine box onto a
fixed-resolution grid and mask cells that are lower than
a threshold 3D density. We project the resulting grid
along the three Cartesian directions of the simulation
box, and use astropy’s photutils (Bradley et al. 2019)
package to create a segmentation map for each of the
three projections. For each 2D object the segmentation
procedure detects, we identify the collection of star par-
ticles that are associated with it and measure their 3D
center of mass. We perform this procedure twice—once
using a fine sampling of the grid and a small thresh-
old density (to detect diffuse objects) and once with a
coarse sampling of the grid and a large threshold den-
sity (to detect compact objects). For diffuse objects,
we adopt a cell sampling of (0.5 kpc)3 and a density
threshold of 0.5×106 M kpc−3. For compact objects,
we adopt a cell sampling of (1.0 kpc)3 and a density
threshold of 1.0×106 M kpc−3. These values are cho-
sen through iteration—adjusting them until the algo-
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Figure 6. The cold gas mass versus stellar mass for the
FOGGIE satellite population, including all six halos, at z =
2 is shown. The satellites are color-coded by the distance
from their central galaxy. The 1:1 line is marked in grey.
rithm detects all satellites that are identified by-eye in
the projection plots. We collate the results and create
a single reduced catalog of unique satellites, matching
those that are within 1 kpc of each other.
We detect 63 satellites over all six halos at z = 2,
down to stellar masses of ∼ 5× 106 M and separations
of ∼1 kpc. The number of satellites detected for each
halo is listed in Table 1.
5.1.2. Tracking Satellites Back in Time
We track the positions and motions of the satellite
galaxies identified in the previous subsection to earlier
times, at z > 2.
For each satellite, we select the one thousand oldest
star particles within 1 kpc of its center at z = 2. These
stars are hereafter referred to as “anchor stars” and are
used to backtrack the motion of the satellite through
the simulation box. The sample size of one thousand
is large enough to calculate reliable sample statistics—
population-averaged positions and velocities.
At each timestep and for each satellite, we determine
an initial position using the center of mass of the anchor
stars. We next calculate the refined center of mass and
mass-weighted bulk motion of all stars within a small
0.5 kpc sphere around that initial position—including
stars that are not anchor stars. We record these as the
position and velocity of the satellite.
We find that this is a robust method for tracking the
center of the satellite, even during passages of the satel-
lite within 1 kpc of the central galaxy. By construc-
tion, the anchor stars are retained in the center of the
satellite galaxy at the last snapshot at z = 2. By se-
lecting anchor stars at late times and tracing them back
in time instead of forward, we alleviate the complica-
tion of strong dynamical interactions removing anchor
stars from the satellite—which would obfuscate the true
center. If the anchor stars branch into multiple distinct
clusters in the history of the simulation (i.e., as galaxies
that would eventually merge to form the z = 2 satellite),
then we select the most massive of these clusters as the
main branch of the satellite.
At each timestep, we measure the stellar and gas mass
radial profiles of each satellite galaxy. The total cold gas
mass and stellar mass of the FOGGIE satellite popula-
tion is shown in Figure 6. The half-mass radius (r1/2)
of the satellite is defined as the 3D radius that encloses
half of its total baryonic mass.
5.1.3. The Accumulated Impact of Ram Pressure
For each simulation snapshot (i.e., data outputs of the
simulation separated in time by ∼5 Myr), we directly
measure the impending ram pressure on each satellite
galaxy. We use yt1 (Turk et al. 2011) to create a cylin-
der that extends in the velocity-forward direction of the
satellite and record the gas density and velocity (in the
rest-frame of the satellite) of the circumgalactic medium
directly ahead of the satellite galaxy. We take an aver-
age of the CGM density and velocity over a cylinder that
starts at a distance of 3 half-mass radii from the satel-
lite (to avoid confusion with the satellite’s interstellar
medium), extends forward by the distance the satellite
will travel over the next snapshot, and is as wide as the
half-mass radius of the satellite. We calculate the mo-
mentum surface density imparted through ram pressure
by calculating the discrete integration in the left side of
Eq. 3, where ∆t is the time interval between successive
snapshots (∼5 Myr). We repeat this exercise for each
snapshot of each halo.
This is a simple approach. It neglects variations in
the strength of ram pressure across the face of the satel-
lite. As the size of the satellites (∼0.2 – 0.6 kpc) are
∼comparable to grid resolution of the CGM, and smaller
than the typical distance a satellite travels between
snapshots (∼1 – 2 kpc), such variations are expected
to be small and negligible compared to the time vari-
ability. Our approach also neglects ram pressure that
is orthogonal to the direction of motion of the satellite
1 https://yt-project.org/
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Figure 7. Left: The velocity of the cold gas, in the rest-frame of the satellite divided by the velocity needed to escape the
gravitational potential of the satellite is shown for the 63 satellite galaxies at z = 2. This quantity is shown at the center of the
satellite and at 1 half-mass radius (r1/2). The rest-frame of the satellite is defined by the bulk stellar velocity. At face-value,
gas is removed where vgas,cold/vescape ≥ 1 (grey line). The lines are color-coded by the distance of the satellite from the central,
as in Figure 6. Right: The distribution of vgas,cold/vescape at the center and r1/2 of the satellites is shown.
Figure 8. A satellite galaxy interacts with a sheet in the circumgalactic medium of the Cyclone halo. Ram pressure stripping
removes a large fraction of the gas in the outskirts of this galaxy over a relatively short period of time. This example highlights
the strong, rapid, and stochastic nature of ram pressure in the FOGGIE simulations. The white bar marks 1 kpc and the white
arrow shows the direction of motion of the satellite. The frames are separated by 50 Myr.
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Figure 9. The ratio of the final gas mass versus the initial
gas mass inside one half-mass radius of the FOGGIE satellite
population versus the surface momentum imparted on those
satellites is shown. The simulated satellite galaxies that ac-
cumulate a higher amount of surface momentum from ram
pressure lose a larger fraction of their gas.
(i.e., a satellite moving perpendicular to a cold stream).
In general, the strength of ram pressure from the orthog-
onal direction is much smaller than from forward-facing
direction due to lower relative velocities—the satellite’s
motion does not contribute to the relative orthogonal
velocity.
5.2. The Impact of Ram Pressure on the FOGGIE
Satellites
In Figure 6, we show the cold gas mass versus stellar
mass of the 63 satellites inside the force-refined track box
at z = 2 across all six simulations. Each point is color-
coded by the distance of the satellite from the center of
the halo.
Satellites that are more than 50 kpc from the central
galaxy all tend to be gas-rich, lying on or near the 1:1
line with stellar mass. These galaxies are on their first
passage through the central host halo. Galaxies that
are closer to the central show significant scatter towards
high and low cold gas mass at fixed stellar mass. The
stellar mass of a satellite and its location in the halo
are, by themselves and/or in conjunction, insufficient
bellwethers of cold gas.
In Figure 7, we show the relative motion of the cold
dense gas associated with each of the satellites at z = 2.
Specifically, we show the ratio of the velocity of the cold
gas in the rest-frame of the satellite with the local satel-
lite escape velocity. This is calculated at the center of
the satellites and at one half-mass radius. As in §4.3.2,
we calculate the escape velocity of the satellite assum-
ing spherical-symmetry. Cold gas exceeding the escape
velocity of the satellite is, at face value, escaping.
At and beyond one half-mass radius, nearly half of
the satellites have cold (< 1.5 × 104 K) gas velocities
indicative of escape. At their centers, less than 5% show
such signatures. Interestingly, the galaxies that do show
gas escaping are not preferentially found in the centers
of the halos, but are instead scattered throughout the
halos.
These results indicate that ram pressure stripping is
effective in both the inner and outer parts of the FOG-
GIE halos. However, everywhere in the halo, ram pres-
sure is generally only strong enough to strip gas from
the outskirts of the FOGGIE satellites, where the grav-
itational restoring pressure is lower.
In Figure 8, we follow a series of four snapshots of
a satellite galaxy traversing through the Cyclone halo.
We use this example to highlight the typical rapidity
through which ram pressure impacts the FOGGIE satel-
lites.
From beginning to end, this series spans less than
200 Myr. In the first snapshot, the satellite is passing
through a relatively diffuse, kinematically-calm region
of the CGM. Inside a half-mass radius, it has stellar and
gas masses of 1.0 and 3.2 ×107 M, respectively. Over
the next two snapshots, the satellite quickly encounters
a dense filament in the circumgalactic medium with a
relative speed of ∼330 km s−1. Inside the filament, the
ram pressure acting on the satellite is two orders of mag-
nitude higher than it was outside. In the last snapshot,
the satellite is once again passing through a part of the
CGM with low ram pressure. However, it now has a gas
mass of 2.3 ×107 M —the short encounter with the
filament has removed ∼30% of the satellite’s gas mass.
In Figure 9, we explore the impact of ram pressure
with a larger subset of the satellites. We restrict the
sample to those satellites that have been inside the refine
box for at least 100 Myr—which indirectly selects those
that have sampled at least ∼ 10 kpc of each halo’s CGM.
This timescale is comparable to the typical internal ver-
tical period of oscillations of the FOGGIE satellite, and
is the minimum time needed to allow gas to escape if
imparted with a sufficient amount of momentum.
We show the ratio of the final (at z = 2) to initial
(at the time they first enter the high-resolution forced-
refined box) gas mass of the subset of satellites as a func-
tion of the integrated ram pressure (i.e., surface momen-
tum imparted) they have accumulated. The fraction of
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Figure 10. The FOGGIE satellites experience several short, strong impulses of ram pressure as they travel through the halo of
the central galaxy—on average, 90% of the total momentum imparted by ram pressure is imparted in less than 20% of the total
time. Left: The ram pressure histories for three example satellites are shown. The true history of the satellite is shown in black
(with the blue shaded region). The blue shade indicates the shortest time needed to integrate 90% of the total momentum. The
grey vertical line indicates a periapsis in the satellite’s orbit. A synthetic history in which we consider a satellite traveling on
the same orbit in a spherically-averaged model of the halo is shown in red. The satellites enter the high-resolution refine box at
t = 0. The time integral of the curves corresponds to the momentum imparted by ram pressure. Right: The distribution of the
ratio of the shortest integrated time to reach 90% of the total (t90) to the total time (ttotal). The black dashed line indicates a
ram pressure history that is constant.
gas mass that a galaxy retains is strongly anti-correlated
with the total surface momentum imparted by ram pres-
sure. Satellites that inherit &1010 M km s−1 kpc−2
momentum per area are all gas-free.
5.3. A Rapid Accumulation of Surface Momentum
We now examine the ram pressure histories for the
full FOGGIE satellite population. In the left panel of
Figure 10, we show the ram pressure histories of three
FOGGIE satellites—in the Tempest, Maelstrom, and
Blizzard simulations, respectively. These histories are
typical of the full satellite population and are selected
to illustrate the stochastic nature of ram pressure inside
the FOGGIE halos.
The ram pressure histories are marked by several short
bursts. The vertical axis is set with a linear scale to
highlight the significance of these bursts. We shade the
region of each history that includes 90% of the total inte-
gral of the curve—which corresponds to the total surface
momentum imparted. The short bursts are responsible
for the majority of the total surface momentum that
each satellite experiences throughout its trajectory.
We then consider the same satellites, on the same
orbits, passing through the spherically-averaged model
of their respective halos. This is more representa-
tive of what might be assumed by simple analytic or
semi-analytic models of ram pressure. The spherically-
averaged results are shown with red lines in the left panel
of Figure 10. By taking a spherical-average of the halo,
we naturally suppress individual bursts of ram pressure
(corresponding to dense and fast moving parts of the
CGM that are uncharacteristic of its volume-average).
As expected, the ram pressure profiles of satellites mov-
ing through the spherically-averaged medium are signif-
icantly more smooth.
In the right panel of Figure 10, we plot the distribu-
tion of the time it takes to most efficiently (i.e., using
the least amount of time) integrate to 90% of the to-
tal surface momentum, normalized by the total time. If
ram pressure were applied as a constant, we expect this
distribution to peak at t90/ttotal = 0.9. Instead, we find
that the satellite histories are distributed at much lower
values—below 40%. The median of the distribution is
at t90/ttotal = 0.18, indicating that 90% of the total sur-
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face momentum imparted is done so in less than 20% of
the total time, on average.
We show the same distribution of t90/ttotal = 0.9 for
the satellites moving through the spherically-averaged
model of the FOGGIE halos. The difference is dramatic.
Satellites moving through the spherically-averaged
model of the FOGGIE CGM accumulate momentum
in a much less bursty manner. The distribution peaks
near the value predicted by assuming a constant ram
pressure, with a tail towards slightly lower t90/ttotal.
Comparing the distributions from the real simulated
CGM (blue) with the spherically-averaged model of
the CGM (red) reveals a significant shortcoming in the
spherically-averaged approximation.
To summarize, short bursts, which are stochastic in
nature, account for the majority of the real cumulative
impact of ram pressure. This behavior can not be cap-
tured in spherically-averaged models of the halos.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We study ram pressure stripping in six simulations
of Milky Way-like halos from the Figuring Out Gas &
Galaxies In Enzo (FOGGIE) project. We find highly
stochastic ram pressure in the simulated circumgalac-
tic medium (CGM) of these halos. The ram pressure
history of a satellite galaxy passing through the CGM
depends sensitively, and stochastically, on the specific
path it takes. This behavior is not captured in tradi-
tional spherically-averaged models of the circumgalactic
medium.
The simulations used here adopt a novel refinement
technique to impose resolution at and above the gas
cooling length. This allows them to efficiently sam-
ple the circumgalactic medium at high and physically-
meaningful resolutions, all in a full cosmological context.
In the CGM, the cooling length is resolved in >99% of
the volume and >90% of the mass, revealing the mul-
tiphase and multiscale nature of the circumgalactic gas
around Milky Way-like galaxies in unprecedented detail.
Our primary findings are as follows:
1. In all six halos, the circumgalactic gas spans a
large range in density and velocity—typically ∼6
dex in density and 1000 km s−1 in velocity. This
translates into a 5 dex range in ram pressure.
2. In each halo, we measure large trajectory-by-
trajectory variations in the radial profiles of the
ram pressure strength, due to the inhomogeneity
of the density and velocity of the simulated CGM.
These variations translate into a wide spread in
the efficacy of ram pressure stripping in the ha-
los. A spherically-averaged model of the CGM
suppresses these variations and generally recovers
a biased (high) inference on the strength of ram
pressure and its integrated impact on satellite
galaxies.
3. The total surface momentum imparted to a hy-
pothetical test particle on a radial orbit through
these halos is large enough to strip the outskirts
(beyond 1 effective radius) in moderately massive
satellites (< 107−108 M) in a majority of trajec-
tories and in massive satellites (< 108 − 109 M)
in a small percentage of trajectories.
4. All six halos are characterized by short-timescale
ram pressure stripping. Strong impulses account
for a large fraction of the total momentum im-
parted onto the simulated satellites. On average,
90% of the total surface momentum imparted onto
the satellites is done so in less than 20% of the to-
tal time.
These results reveal an erratic mode of ram pressure
stripping in Milky-Way like halos at high redshift—one
that is not captured by a smooth spherically-averaged
model of the circumgalactic medium. To fully under-
stand and model the origin and evolution of satellite
populations around galaxies like the Milky Way and
their galaxy groups, one must consider the multiscale,
multiphase and variable nature of its circumgalactic gas.
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